Syllabus for Syriac

Language Course II (Additional Language) for Career Related FDP - CBCS B. Com.
(and other Career Related First Degree Programmes).

Semester I
Grammar, Communication, Poetry, History of Syriac Literature (Up to the Golden Age)
Time: 3 Hours      Marks: 80

I. Grammar
   Alphabet, vowels, formation of words and sentences
   Numerals, Digits and corresponding names
   Nouns - number, gender
   Suffixes (First group - singular) added to Nouns
   Different kinds of pronouns
   Adjectives
   Verbs in general
   Conjugation of Verbs in past (perfect) tense

II. Communicative Syriac
   (Only the dialogues from the given text)

III. Poetry
   Dialogue Poems – Dialogue between Mary and the Gardner (Sections 4 – 14)
   Custody of Senses

IV. History of Syriac Literature up to the Golden Age

Semester II
Grammar, Communication, Prose, History
Time: 3 Hours      Marks: 80

I. Grammar
   Suffixes (Second group - plural) added to Nouns
   Conjugation of Verbs in Future (imperfect) tense

II. Communicative Syriac
   Business letter writing in Syriac (Only from the given text)

III. Prose
   Monologues and Dialogues in the Sermon on the Mount (Chapter V and VI).

IV. History
   History of the People in Kerala having Syriac Tradition (up to 17th Cent. AD)